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THE WORLD’S BEST CREATIVE
Pioneering campaigns

33

The most inspirational creative ideas of the quarter,
from brands such as Tesco, LADbible and Coca-Cola.

12

THE WORLD’S BEST STRATEGY
Pioneering thinking

BRANDS’ BEST FRIEND
Feature

48

BREWDOG / BREAKING BAD
Brand spotlight
BrewDog has gone from pipe dream to billion-dollar
brand in just 10 years. Emily Hare looks at how the brewer
is maintaining its authentic and rebellious personality
as it grows in a dog-eat-dog world.

REI / CO-OPTING THE OUTSIDE
Brand spotlight

58

BUILDING A BRAVE
NEW RETAIL WORLD
Interview / Chris Tung
Alibaba’s CMO discusses how the world’s most successful
ecommerce platform is restructuring the retail industry and
using data to reboot the marketing ecosystem. By Emily Hare.

62

HOW TO BRIEF FOR
CONTAGIOUS WORK
Contagious guides
Sophia Epstein speaks to world-class CMOs and highly
awarded planners to find out how brands can brief their
agencies to produce exceptional work.

AUTOMATIC FOR THE PEOPLE
Retail focus

84

Convenience retail is developing a growing fascination
for automation, intent on pioneering slick, staff-free
customer experiences. Could this be the new frontline
for the retail revolution, asks Katrina Dodd.

73

How REI bucked the trend for big-box retailers to struggle
in the age of ecommerce by doubling down on its mission
to help Americans get the most from the outdoors.
By James Swift.

Traditional loyalty schemes are worn out, predictable
and no longer competitive. Kate Hollowood explores the
steps brands must take to retain devoted customers.
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68

Contagious lays out the key issues affecting marketers,
from politics to transparency, automation to modern
masculinity – and highlights how brands can turn these
into opportunities in 2018.

The strategy behind great creative ideas, including
why a fashion label turned a poster ad into a statement
on immigration and an insurer that opened convenience
stores in the middle of nowhere.

18

MOST CONTAGIOUS
Special report

SMALL BUT
PERFECTLY FORMED
Startups and startup culture

Many businesses believe their brand is their biggest
asset, but IBM’s former chief innovation officer explains
why it could be their greatest enemy. By Sophia Epstein.

90

ALGORITHM PERSUADERS
Feature
A new kind of machine learning is turning salesmanship
into a science, writes James Swift.

WILDFIRE
Early signals from the future
This quarter we focus on machines learning human
traits, how new technologies are connecting our brains
to computers and the future of DNA and security.

This quarter we cover new businesses taking on some
of retail’s most pressing problems, such as ecommerce
startup Brandless and automated mobile store Wheelys.
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INTERNAL STRUGGLE
Interview / Linda Bernardi

98

THE PHRASE THAT PAYS
Did it work?
How MailChimp gained audience awareness and positive
social sentiment by appealing to creative sub-cultures.

